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“Long Covid” … 
The Impacts:  From Personal Health to Health Systems to Human Capital 

The Implications:  For Financial Products and Services 
 

May 24, 26 and June 1 (via Zoom) 
 
While Covid-19 brought changes simmering below the surface to a boil, we are just beginning 
to understand the scope of the less direct longer-term impacts on virtually all aspects of life. 
There are consequences for society, generations of families, and financial services.   
 
WHEN’s second quarter meeting “cluster” will look at both medical and human 
resource/capital implications, and how financial firms might respond with products and 
services.   
 
A Medical Perspective – Tues. May 24 – 3:00 to 4:30 EDT  
 
P.J. Brennan, MD, Chief Medical Officer, University of Pennsylvania Health System 
Keith Kasper, Chief Financial Officer, University of Pennsylvania Health System 
 
P.J. Brennan and Keith Kasper will bring their insights from the perspective of one of our 
leading medical institutions in the country.  Discussion will include: 

• What is long covid, and what don’t we know yet?  
• How big a problem is it?  
• What are the mistakes to avoid next time?  
• How is Penn Medicine addressing Long Covid today?  
• What are they concerned about tomorrow?  

Suggested Background Reading 
 
The Employer’s Central Role in Health and Wellness – Thurs. May 26 – 12:00 to 1:30 EDT  
 
Iwan Barankay, PhD, Associate Professor of Business Economics and Public Policy, The 
Wharton School 
 
Covid’s impact on the workplace is profound and accelerated the pressing concern over 
rising health cost along with performance.  There has been a rise in efforts to steer 
employees towards behaviors that benefit their health in the long term like linking behavior 
to financial incentives and corporate wellness programs. Iwan Barankay will draw from 
recent research and experience to discuss the Employer’s Central Role 

• What is the idea behind these programs?  
• Do they work? If yes for whom?  
• If not what are the steps we can take to improve them.   
• Are there opportunities to learn from their experience?  
• Are there opportunities to collaborate and reinforces their efforts?  

Suggested Background Reading 
 

https://www.inquirer.com/business/health/philadelphia-hospitals-finances-losses-penn-covid-effects-20220401.html?msclkid=76ab7b46b41211ecb14f39a400888a56#loaded
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-problem-with-employee-wellness-programs-11645196400


Implications for Financial Planning and Products – Wed. June 1 – 3:00 to 4:30 EDT 

Heywood Sloane, Principal DSG, Co-Founder WHEN 
Bob Grieb, Principal DSG, Co-Founder WHEN 

Heywood and Bob will lead a member discussion building upon the two prior sessions and 
Heywood’s paper, “Long Covid – Human Capital Destruction at Scale.”  Discussion will 
include:   

• What do the medical and business challenges mean for the ultimate client’s finances
and family?

• Do they have the tools they need?
• Are investment, insurance, lending, and deposit products and services up to the

task?
• If not, why?
• What risks or opportunities does that present?

Suggested Background Reading 

Join the discussion. 
WHEN is a unique network that facilitates direct connections among peers, leaders and 
industry influencers across medicine, care, policy, and financial products and services. 

Contact us to learn the benefits of WHEN participation and how you can join this important 
discussion 

Bob Grieb    Heywood Sloane 
rfgrieb@dsg-network.com HeywoodS@dsg-network.com 
610-608-8247 610-457-2906

WHEN 2022 Quarterly Meeting “Clusters”

1st Quarter: Technology to Integrate Health with Financial Planning 
Tues 2/22 (3:00 Eastern) Thurs 2/24 (12:00 Eastern  Wed 3/2 (3:00 Eastern) 

Technology enables more customization in the HNW market, as well as more volume for the middle 
market – without sacrificing quality.  In these sessions, we looked at how FinTech, particularly 
specialized financial planning applications are currently used to support the integration of Wealth 
and Health.  We also looked at a platform build by a major health system that addressed health and 
wellness planning with financial preparation.  Discussion included how firms and advisors use these 
applications, as well as what works, what doesn’t, and why. 

2nd Quarter:  Long Covid – from Personal Health to Health Systems to Human Capital 
Tues 5/24 (3:00 Eastern)  Thurs 5/26 (12:00 Eastern)  Wed 6/1 (3:00 Eastern) 

https://when.dsg-network.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Long-Covid-Human-Capital-Destruction-at-Scale3-17-2022.pdf
https://dsg-network.com/when/
mailto:rfgrieb@dsg-network.com
mailto:HeywoodS@dsg-network.com
https://dsg-network.com/when/
https://when.dsg-network.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/WHEN-program-q1-2022.pdf


 

While Covid-19 brought changes simmering below the surface to a boil, we are just beginning to 
understand the scope of the less direct longer-term impacts on virtually all aspects of life. There are 
consequences for society, generations of families, and financial services.   
WHEN’s second quarter meeting “cluster” will look at both medical and human resource/capital 
implications, and how financial firms might respond with products and services.   
 
3rd Quarter:  Tools and Technology for Managing In-Home Health 
Tues 8/23 (3:00 Eastern) Thurs 8/25 (12:00 Eastern) Wed 8/31 (3:00 Eastern) 
 
Seniors’ strong preference to “age at home” is a given. Meeting this objective is increasingly difficult in 
the face of smaller, more disbursed families and a shrinking medical and care labor forces.  What are 
potential options for clients, what will be the costs, and how do they prepare?   
 
These sessions will look at strides in areas such as Telehealth, Sensors, Mobility, Administrative 
Services, and Technology to coordinate medical and care teams, track key indicators and activities, 
and even anticipate needs.   
 
4th Quarter:  Fiduciary Responsibilities and Infrastructures 
Tues 10/25 (3:00 Eastern) Thurs 10/27 (12:00 Eastern)      Wed 11/2 (3:00 Eastern) 
 
“Fiduciary” is a specific legal construct, and a corollary of the “Golden Rule” – Do for others as you want 
them to do for you. It is the foundation of “trust.” We may most often think about the financial 
fiduciary responsibility of advisors and firms. But there are other fiduciary responsibilities that may be 
just as important in different situations – the responsibilities of medical professionals to their patients, 
and the responsibilities of employers to their employees. Together, they all may require a regulatory 
context that works and is easily understood, a seamless fiduciary framework encompassing employer 
plans, and a holistic scope that encompasses health and care. In this quarter, we will compare these 
areas of fiduciary responsibility and how they are addressed; look at similarities, differences, and 
overlaps; and discuss what each might learn from the other. 

 
 


